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The tunable lens project seeks to expand the capabilities
of one of the most important optical elements, the lens.
One of the fundamental parameters describing a lens is
its focal length. For virtual all lenses, the focal length is
a static parameter, that is, once the lens is constructed,
the focal length is set. The point of this research is to
develop diffractive lenses that have a tunable focal
length. 

The initial design is shown in the figure. It is a tunable
cylindrical zone plate. A zone plate focuses light by dif-
fraction. The “zones” in the aperture of the device mod-
ify the light in such a way that the light interferes con-
structively at the focus. For a cylindrical zone plate, the
light is focused to a line. A cylindrical zone plate was
selected for the prototype device to simplify design and
construction, while still providing a proof of concept. 

To achieve tuning, the geometry of the zone plate is
altered by introducing a strain into the device. The
strain required in the zone plate to maintain a focal line
and tune the focal length is proportional to the change
in focal length and inversely proportional to the origi-
nal focal length. For the tunable cylindrical zone plate,
this strain is accomplished by connecting the adjacent
zones in the zone plate together with flexures, as seen
in the figure. The flexures are sized in such a manner
that, upon actuation, the zone plate experiences a defor-
mation that maintains the zone plate relation.

For this device, the actuation force is provided by the
two comb drives on each side of the device. The comb
drives work on the principle of electrostatic attraction.
That is, when a voltage difference is applied between
the two sides of the comb drive, a force is experienced
that tends to pull the two sides together. The device, as
shown in the figure, will provide a 10% change in focus
with a 25V voltage difference across the comb drives.
The dynamic response is expected to be on the order of
a few kilohertz. 


